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Abstrilct
The finite-element method (FEM) has been applied to three spur
planet gears to determine the tooth strength. Models for each gear
were created using different constraint
conditions
and model
parameters. Comparison of the results of the models with experimental data reveals the need to integrate the effect of the individual roller
loads on the model. The effect of roller-bearing support on the gear
tooth root and fillet stresses has been demonstrated to be a significant factor in gear load capacity.
The use and application of a system of updated finlte-element preand postprocessors used in the analysis are briefly explained. One
planet gear's static strain survey test data are presented and compared with both the FEM analytical predictions and conventional
AGMA results. The usefulness of the FEM preprocessor
and
postprocessor in minimizing the test effort is pointed out.

Introduction
In the design of any new gear drive, the performance of
previous similar designs is very carefully considered. In the
course of evaluating one such new design, the authors were
faced with the task of comparing it with two similar existing
systems, both of which were operating quite successfully. A
problem arose; however, when it was realized that the bending stress levels of the two baselines differed substantially,
In order to investigate these differences and realistically compare them to the proposed new design, a three-dimensional
finite-element method (FEM) approach was applied to all
three gears. The general FEM methodology was similar to
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Fill. I - Comparison of Three Planet Gears

that which the authors have applied extensively to spiral-bevel
gears." ) The basic accuracy of this system and its ability
to accurately predict the stress levels of complex spiral-bevel
gears has also been established.
Since all three systems are simple epicyclic drives, the
planet gear of each was chosen for detailed evaluation.
Although similar, as Fig. 1 shows, there are some substantial differences in the detailed construction and supporting
structure for each.
Planet gears B and C are supported by double-row cylindrical roller bearings while planet gear A is supported by a
double-row spherical bearing. The backup ratio (rim
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between test and FEM results is quite good.
Reference Baseline

an

(A) TYPICAL ACTUAL PLANET OEAR:
BlARING ASSeMILY SCHEMATIC

Using general methodology(81 (but with
modifying faetors set equal. to u.nity) , the AGMA tooth fiUet bending
stresses were calculated in. order to provide a common frame
of .I'eference. These stresses, shown in Fig. 1, indicate that
planet gear B is, by far, more highly stressed than either A
or C. As the FEM analysis will show; howevervthis is not
actually the case.

De.6ne RoUer Reaction loads
MHO

(8) IDeALIZID MOO!L

fOR

PLANIT GEAR: HARING
ANALYSIS
Rg .. 2-Planel

Ring Program Anaiy is Model

thickness/whole
depth), while similar for Band C, is quite
different for A. The pitch diameters 0.£ planet gears A and
C we similar while tha.t for Bis somewhat smaller.
Experience with other thin-rimmed gears has indicated that
such gears must be modeled very carefully, in three dimensions, with aU individual roller loadsapplied as constraint
oonditions. (6,71

In order to obtain. an accurate estimate of the actual tooth
root and fillet stresses, the FEM model must realistically
simulate the actual structure being analyzed. Perhaps the
single most 'common (and most devastating) error made in
applying FEM to gearing is the failure to properly model the
gear and its constraint conditions, In the case of the planet
gears, the temptation
to use a simply supported twodimensional model is great. To do so, however, will yield
apparently reasonable, but actually very misleading results ..
Because of the dual function of the blank (gear teeth on
the OOa.nd bearing journal on the 10), the gear must be
modeled not only with both sun and ring loads applied but

TABLE l INPUT DATA fOR RIM STRESS
AND DEFlECTION PROGRAM
First Card

Integer equal to number of cases being
run

Second Card

Title for case

Third Card

Number of planets. pressure angle, helix
angle, sun gear torque

1. Refer,en(le Baseline - Run each gear through AGMA-type
gear analysis compute.r program in order to produce a
common reference point..

Fourth Card

Ring gear pitch diameter,SUIt gear pitch
diameter, planet gear pitch diameter,
planet gear centroid diameter

2. Define RoUe.r ReacHon Loads - Analyze each planet
gear/bearing system with computer program RINGEAR
to define .individual roller reaction loads and obtain iinner~
and 'outer-rim stress approximations.

Fifth Card

Ring gear centroid diameter, backup I
and backup area .. C distance to 10, C
distance to 00

Sixth Card

Same information
gear

Seventh Card

Same information as Card 5 but for ring
gear at bolt holes

Eighth Card

IIC to planet gear root diameter, VC to
planet gear inside diameter, number of
rollers per row, planet backup cross section area, planet backup moment of
inertia

Ninth Card

Planet

Method of Analysis
The method used was simple in concept, though rather
complex. in execution .. The general procedure used for each
gear was as fonows:

3. PreproC5sing

-

Model

preprocessor~(3)

each

gear
_

using the
..

FEM

4. NAS,TRAN fEM Analysis - Load each model with appropriate sun mesh, ring mesh, and individual roller loads
and execute NASTRAN analysis,

5.. Postprooessing

- Evaluate NASTRAN results
Boeing Vertof postprOCi:ssor and plot llesults.(3)

using

Once allof the data are available, they must be evaluated
that specific condusions may be drawn.
In order to establish confidence in the comparative accuracy of this approach, the results of the planet gear A
analysis were compared to theexperimental data whi.ch were
obtained from a strain survey. As wnI be obvious when the
basic fEM tooth stresses are presented. later, the correlation
'Gear Tednnology

effective

roller length,

diametral clearance, roller 10 (hollow

50

2'S

bearing

as above but for sun

roller), inner race out of round
Tenth Card

Planet bearing roller diameter, bearing
pitch diameter, bearing contact angle,
planet speed relative to post

Prepr,ocessing
The preprocessing st.e-pcomprises.two parts: ,tooth contact
line definition and actual gnd.:by..grid FEM model definition.
Contact

line Analysis

The accurate applicatron of gear tooth loads in the Hniteelement method required the coordinates of the contact lines
from the beginning of mesh to the end. Computer programs
have been developed to. generate the contact lines for spur,
helical, and bevel gear meshes based on the theory of conjugateaction. The program generates contact lines on three
adjac~t teeth at regular angular position intervals born start
to end of mesh. It also generates the unit inward normal vectors at the contact coordinates, which are subsequently used
as the load vectors in the NASTRAN analysis.(J)
Table
Illustrates the very simple input data required by
the spur gear tooth contact lin.e program. (Z. 3)

m

ModeE Geometry Definition
The gear preprocessor computer program, developed by
the authors, was used to create all three models used in this
analysis. (2. 3) It generatesa gear finite-element model built of
solid C1HEXl elements. As many teeth as needed can be
molded, together with or without integral front andlor back
shJlfting ..It can automatically generate the executive, case controt,and bulk data decks (with force cards) for COSMICNASTRAN linear static analysis, With a little manual ,editing
of the data deck, in order to add boundary conditions
(SPC/MPC/SPCl)
or to combine loads if necessary, a complete NASTRAN analysis can be performed.
Table IV
presents the input data required for this preprecessor.
NASTRAN

Postprocessing

The postprocessor reads the voluminous NASTRAN stress
output file and generates stress tables and plots at the tooth
fillet or root for each load case. The postprocessor interpolates
the stress at adjacent grids to yield fmetand
root stress
distributions for all load cases individualJy and as a composite
fora full mesh cycle. The r sultant stresses are then summarized in the form of plots of maximum alternAting and
peak tension stress as functions of face width for both fmet
and root lecaucns for 'one complete gear revoluuon.(l, 31

Results,
The results of this analysis are best presented by comparing the stresses at three locations in the tooth :fillet area, as
defined in Fig. 4. The fillet location is the critical section implicit in the AGMA. stress approach. The root location is often
critical for thin~rimmed hollow gears, because, at the central root location, the tooth bending and ring bending stresses
combine to yield high stress levels.
While the results of a purely analytical study are of iin~erest,
it is imperative that experimental verification of new methods
be provideel so that 'their validity can be evaluated. Fortunately, a substantial base of experimental data exists for one
of the planet gears (A). These data, for both reotand fillet
locations, will be superimposed on the JiE.M results for comparative purposes.
Before the stress results Me examined, however, 'some
planet 8ear stiffness dataare obtained. from the ring analysis

rEM Analysis

The data deck generated by the preprocessor requires some

manual ,editing before being submitted for a NASTRAN
arl_alysis. The preprecessor ,employs a unit load distribution
along, the tooth contact lines to generate the NASTRAN force
cards. The torque applied to the gear tooth due to this unit
loading is calculated and provided as output. This unit
loading 'torque must be multiplied by a load factor to obtain
the actual torque transmitted by the gear. This is accomplished by means of the load cards in the NASTRAN data
deck where linear combinations of forces are created. ~n addition, proper boundary conditions must be imposed on the
model for the static analysis. The restraints must reflect the
manner in which 'the gear is supported by i.ts bearings; this
is done by means of SPC or SPCl or MPC cards in the
NASTRAN program. FinaUy, the number 'Of load cases to
be, run, the output data required. from each load case, the
plot options, etc, must be edited before submitting the
NASTRAN job.
Each NASTRAN load case 'consists of ma~y tooth load
cases, each IOf which simulates Ithe instantaneous contact loads
at the sun/planetand
planet/ring gear meshes. This allows
the FEM model to simulate the response of the planet gear
during a. strain survey so that the data. £rom both can be easily
compared.
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Format I Location

.A. Title

Alphanumenc-

1~80
A.
B.
C.
D.

2

letters
No. of
No. of
No. of
E. No. of
F. No. of

"ELEM"
teeth in gear
full teeth modeled
[ayers, of elements along face
rows of elements in half tooth
rows of elements in half blank

3

A. Letters "FUll"
B. location no. of
C. location no. of
D. location no. of
E. location no. of
F. Location no. of
G. location no. of
(Repeat Card 3

Real.
Re.al.
Real.
Real,
Rea1.
Real,

1-4
5-14
15-24
25-34
3544
45-54

Real, 1-4
Real, 5-14
Real. 15-24
Real. 25-34
Real,3544
Real, 45-54
Real, 55-64

full
full
full
full

tooth
tooth
tooth
tooth
full tooth
full tooth
if more than six fun teeth are generated)

4

A. Letters "PROF"
B. Tooth blank factor ("" 0.95)
C. Kink factor ("" O.95)
D. No. of grids on profile
E. No. of grids on centerline of tooth

Real,14
Real,. 5-14
Real. 15~24
Real. 2-5-34
Real, 35-44

5

A. Letters "PROF'
line no. of profile
Line no. of profile
line no. of profile
line no. of profile
F. line no. of profile
G. line no. of profile
(Repeat Card 5 if

Real,
Real.
Real.
Real.
Real,
Real,
Real,

1-4
5-14
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64

Real.
R'eal,
Real,
Real.

1-4
5-14
15-24
25-34

Real,
Real.
Real.
Real,
Real,
Real,
Rea],

1-4
5-14
15-24
25-34
3-544
45-54
55-64

B.
C.
D.
E.

6

A. letters "LOOl" for loading left face of tooth
B. Tooth no. is FEM model to be loading
C. Tooth no. is contact program generating contact line
O. Mesh position

7

no. is contact

program

A. Letters "SPUR"
B. Gear
C. Gear
D. Gear
E. Gear
F. Gear
G. Gear

8

grid no. 1
grid no. 2
grid no. 3
grid no. 4
grid no. 5
grid no. 6
needed; lines 1 and 58 should be included)

inner
outer
base
pitch
fillet
Fillet

radius
radius
radius
radius
radius
tangency

:radius

letters "SPUR"
No. of teeth
Face width, in.
Helix angle, degrees + LH, - RH
Pressure angle, degrees
Arc tooth thickness, in.

34 'Gear T90nno'logy

generating

contact

line

Real, 1-4
Real, 5-14
Real., 15-24
Real,25-34
Real, 35-44
Real, 45-54

l-EGEND
~ • TOOTH THICKNESS
CRITICAL SECTION
i'lL

=

LOAD

RADIUS

AT

ilL - LOAD

ANGLE

HP"SH' - HldHEST
POINT OF
SINGLE·TOOTH
CONT.ACT

on planet gears A and B are quite close ..However, the peak
stress level on. planet gear B is significantly higher than tha't
on planet gear A. while that an planet gear C is higher than
either A: or B. The .altemating stress on planet gear C is actually lower than that for either of the other planet .
Central Root Stresses
The tooth fillet and root stresses described above are useful
in evaluating the capacity of the gear teeth as influenced by
many factors, including the behavior of the ring that supports the teeth. Due to the complex loading applied to this
ring, the basic ring stresses are also of interest. (Theauthors

TA:BLE V. RADIA:L REM DEFLECTIONS AT ROLLERS
-

F:". 4 - T~

CENTRAL ROOT
LOCATION,

Radial Deflection

Roller

No.·

Planet A

Planet B

Planet C

1

0.0025
0.0028
0.0030
0.0031
0.0023
-0.0019
-0.0065
-0.0083

0.00241

0.0022
0.0023
0.0025
0.0025
0.0015
-0.0017
-0.0050
-0.0064

2, 14
Fonn Stress Layoul Schematic

3, 13
4, 12
5, II
6, 10
7, 9

and used to define the roller loads.
Ring Deflections

The stress ~esultsfrom the ring analysis have already been

presented, As noted, they are of comparative i.nt,erest only
because Ithey do. not reflect the stress concentrations caused
by the tooth roots. The ring program also provides the radial
ring deflection at each roller location. This information is used
to, define the reaction Ioads. AdditionalJIy, however, it can
provide some Ln5ight into the rigidity of the gears. As Table
V shows, these deflections are far from insignificant in aircraft transmissions.
The need to im:h:lde this effect in the ovel'aUanalysis of
the planet gear stresses should be understood.
Fillet Stresses

Fig. 5 shows the fillet stress results for all three planet gears
with t.he experim.enta] results for planet gear A also superimposed on that pl.ot. Since muliple strain gages were applied
to muliple Ibeeth, both the range of measured data and the
mean are shown. The calculated and measured values £·or
planet gear A are in very dose agreement.
:II the .anal,ysis is similarly accurate for planet. gears Band
C the lfillet stresses for all: three gears are much doser than
the simple AGMA results would indicate. In fact, although
the A:GMA stresses for planet gear B are m.uch higher than
for A, the FEM analysis indicates that the .altemating stresses
for both gears are about equal. Inte.resti.ngly, the fil.let alternating ..tress level for planet gear C is actually lower than
that for either A or B.

(in.)

8

0.0026
0.0028
0.0027
0.0016
-0.0019
-0.0055
-0.0070

"See Figure Z (or roller numbering
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have investigated at least one planet gear failure which was
traced to excessive central root stresses). The RINGEAR program approximates these stresses through the idealization
shown in Fig. 3. However, the effect of the tooth fillets (which
are stress risers on the ring 00) is not included, By looking
at the FEM results for a central root location, a more accurate
picture of these ring stresses (Fig. 7) ca:n be obtained. Compa:ring these charts with those shown in Fig. 3 shows the effed of the tooth loading and the tooth HUets. The effect of
the thinner planet gear A ring on the stress distribution as
compared to the stiffer planet gear C ring is also apparent.
The maximum tension and compression peaks for most
gea:rs are associated with the tooth mesh itself, From Fig. 7,
however, itcan easily be seen that the compressive stress due
to the ring bending, independent of the mesh contact, exceeds
that due to the tooth mesh itself. The alternating stress at
this location is thus defined by combining the peak tension
due to the tooth mesh with the peak compressive stress due
to the ring bending, This is a critical consideration and can
be the governing factor in defining the load capacity of thinrimmed, roller-supported planets.
Summary
Although the basic A:GMA tooth fillet stresses for the three
planets evaluated here differ substantially, their fatigue (alternating) stress levels are surprisingly similar, as the summary
in Table VI shows.
The conventional. AGMA: tooth bending stresses are closer
to the FEM peak tension stresses (Table VI) at the fillet location than at the root location, This may be attributed to the
fact that the effect of rollers is more predominant at the tooth
root than at the tooth .fillet. The roller effect is not considered.
in A:GMA calculation.
Dlscussien
The cor-relation between the static-strain survey test data
and the FEM results for planet gear A is in general about 15
percent. Considering the possible test variations to be about
10 percent by themselves, this level of correlation appears
to be quite acceptable.
The effect of rollers on the tooth stresses appears to be a
function of the backup rim's rigidity and tooth loads. Planet
gear C has the largest backup tim moment of inertia and produces a tensile steady stress (Table VI) at all locations considered. Planet gear A has half the backup tim rigidityand
Wilke the tooth load. The FEv1I analysis predicted compressive
steady stresses at tooth root and fillet locations as verified
by test data.
Although inall three cases considered here, the critical
stress location is not at the central. root location, the possibillty of this location's becoming critical iscertainly obvious.
A small additional stress concentration, for example, would
tip the scales ..Generally, in the absence of integral roller bearings, maximum tooth stresses occur during the mesh.Futh~:::
more, the magnitude of the peak stresses with rollers could
be higher than those without rollers. As pointed out earlier,
this 'effect is a function of the rigidity of backup rim and tooth
load ...
An interesting observation, or more correctly, conjecture,
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TABLE VI. SUMMARY
Stress hem

!

A.GMA Tooth bending at sun mesh!
.FEM peak tension at tooth fillet2
FEM fatigue stress at tooth filletl. J
FEM fatigue stress at tooth rootU
FEM fatigue stress at centra] roo~,J

NOTES;

OF PREDICTED

STRESSES

Planet A
(ksi)

Planet
(ksi)

37.0
38.1
9.7±47.8
-14.2±40.9
-14.2±41.8

B

66.2
50.8

-

+2.B±4B.O
-1.1±38.'l
-4.S±3S.3

Planet C
(ksi)
41.4
40.4
+10.6±37.2
+ 9.8±33.0
+16.5±31.3

l. Does not consider effect of roller loads
2. Includes effect of bearing roller loads
3. Considers both sum mesh and ring mesh

comes Ito mind based on these data, In some designs, the
planet gear is supported by an integral. fluid-film bearing.
Since such a bearing provides a fully distributed load reaction rather than discrete individual (roller) reaction loads, it
is possible Ithat such planet gears maybe designed with thinner rims than their roUer-bearin,g--supported counterparts.,
This possibility has not been investigated so Iar and could
be undertaken in 'the future.
The AGMA and FEM calculated peak tension stresses for
planet gears A and C agree rather well; those for planet gear
B do not. A possible explananon for this is the AGMA stress
correction tactor. The smaller fillet radii on finer pitch gears
tend to produce' comparatively large values for the stress correction factor. These values may be somewhat pessimistic for
finer pitch gears, The empirical relation used to calculate this
factor is based on work by Dolan and Broughamer which
used J1ela'tively large models; thus the extrapolation to small.
fillets may be in error.

methodology is substantial. Consider the following examples:
1. The same FEM model could probably be used in a
dynamic analysis to predict the gear natural frequencies and normal mode shapes.
2. A nonlinear, static, FEIVIanalysis, wherein the tooth
contact loads area function of 'the tooth deflections,
could shed more light on tooth load distribution along
the contact lines and tooth load sharing among adjacent gear teeth.
3. Acornprehensive program of param·
study of spur,
helical, and bevel-gear tooth stresses wi'th respect to
d:iametral pitch, backup rigidity. contact pattern, and
load distributlon mjght be undertaken wi.th the ultimate
goaJ of arriving, at optima]]y minimum-weight aircraft
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'Conclusions
Aft.er carefully studying all the data, the follcwing specific
conclusions were reached:
1. Despite the apparent large differences in the AGMA
stress levels for the three planet gears, their .alternating
stresses are' quite similar.
2. The .~
analysis described, using the gear preprocessor
and postprooessor, is a reliable tool for 3i-'\alyzing spur
planetary gears with integral roller bearings,
3. In critical applic.ations whjch typically involve extensive testing (strain surveys), 'the FEM .analysis could be
substituted for selected test conditions after establishing
correlation with some known test conditions, thereby
reducing test 'time, 'cost. and effort.
4. The effect ,of 'the ring bending,-,induoed compressive
stress on the alternating stress in the tooth root is not
negl:igibleand may be the governing factor in some
circumstances .
Recommendations,
Thus far, the gear finite-element model generated by the
preprocessor is used successfulJy in predicting the tooth
stresses for spur and spiral-bevel gears by a. linear static
analy.sis. The potentia~ which exists for extending this
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transmissiongears.
The eJfect of 'the thermal deformation

housings,

5.

p.articularly

of transmission

lightweight

magnesium,
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aluminum, or eomposite housings such as those usually used in aerospace applications,
is to cause gear
misalignmerllt. This shiftsthe contact pattern on the gear
tooth and causes higher tooth stresses than in the case
.of perfectly aligned gears, and might lead to premature
fatigue failure. The use of the fEM analysis. tor a bet'~er understanding of this problem and its solution
should be considered.
The expression used for thestress-correction
factor in
'ltheA:GMA method should be reviewed for applicability
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